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27 agencies agreed to participate in the study, consultants from g g p p y,
only 24 of these agreed to participate.  
101 consultants signed a consent and were randomly assigned to 
Control or PFI in year 1 or year 2.   The Controls assigned in year 
1 had the option of receiving PFI training in year 2 and 20 did so—
these are our “crossovers” – the group in the middle that were boththese are our crossovers  the group in the middle that were both 
Control and PFI.  (Our statistician really doesn’t like this group!)  
From the time of consent to the time of enrolling sites (remember 
there was an 8-10 month wait for the PFI folks to get trained and 
conduct a pilot), we lost 12 Control consultants and 20 PFI 
consultants.consultants.
The 43 Control consultants and 46 PFI consultants who actually 
got assigned a classroom or FCC home comprise our base 
sample. These folks served 189 teachers and FCC providers with 
Control services and 188 teachers and FCC providers with PFI 
services
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services.  
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These are the responsibilities of PFI consultants in theThese are the responsibilities of PFI consultants in the 
QUINCE Study
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The data to be presented today came fromThe data to be presented today came from 
interviews that were conducted at the beginning 
of the study.  Consultants and providers 
(teachers and FCCs) told us about themselves, 
th i ttit d d th i k Th Atheir attitudes, and their work.  The Agency 
directors told us about their agency’s services, 
which were extensive in many cases; their 
funding sources; and we asked specific 
questions about their typical on-site services 
model
Only 1 of the 24 agencies did not have a type of 
program that involved visits to providers
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program that involved visits to providers.
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This table includes only those folks who had ALLThis table includes only those folks who had ALL 
pieces of data.  
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We  totaled the indicators to give each consultant a global 
score.  Of our 37 consultants, 25% scored in the 1 and 2 
range…..really didn’t implement the PFI model.  We have 
about 50% who scored around a 3 (so-so implementation), 
and we have about 25% who implemented the modeland we have  about 25% who implemented the model 
closely.   
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Turnover has turned out to be a much bigger issue thanTurnover has turned out to be a much bigger issue than 
we expected, among all categories of participants.   We 
planned for 15% among Ts and FCCs, but expected little 
among consultants—they knew we needed at least a 1-
year commitment. 
However, we experienced significant loss of consultants, 
Ts, and FCCs over time.  Anyone who signed a consent 
and agreed to be in the study is considered a participant.
Our loss of consultants was 39%, that is 39% of those who 
consented did not complete a single siteconsented did not complete a single site. 
Teachers turnover, calculated in the worst case way—not 
making it to time 3—was 58%
Family child care provider turnover—also calculated as % 
of those who signed up who left before time 3 visit was
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of those who signed up who left before time 3 visit—was 
37% 
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